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‘Green Suede Shoes,’
Black 47
By: JAY LUSTIG | December 29, 2014
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In May 1993, the New York

FROM OTHER WEB SITES …

based Irishrock band Black 47
was hired to headline a free,
outdoor “Spring Festival” that
took place at Eric Lackawanna
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NJ.com: To boldly go: William ‘Shatner’s World’
makes contact with N.J.

Plaza in Hoboken.
Apparently the popularity of the
band — and the rowdiness of
its fans — was underestimated.

APP.com: Aaron Freeman on new album, life after
Ween
APP.com: Aaron Carter talks Backstreet Boys,
Jersey love

So many people turned out that
the band was asked to stop
playing — Black 47 leader
Larry Kirwan refused, thinking
that some in the crowd might
turn violent — and the bars in
town were ordered to close
early.

AsburyPulp.com: Asbury Underground and Light of
Day Collide downtown January 17

The cover of the 1996 Black 47 album, “Green Suede
Shoes.”

NJ.com: Preview: The 2015 Arts Season in New
Jersey
APP.com: Baroque music in concert in New Jersey

Or, as described in the defiant Black 47 song, “Green Suede Shoes” (see the video
below):

APP.com: Inaugural Asbury Park Music in Film
Fest set for April

Man on the phone says, “I ain’t jokin’

APP.com: Pat DiNizio’s Vegas act a hit at Asbury
Park’s Langosta Lounge

Would youse ever come and play for us out in Hoboken?”
So we hop in the van and we drive overnight
Goin’ to sweet New Jersey, startin’ to feel alright
But the word is out, the boys are back in town
30,000 paddies start gettin’ on down
When we hit the stage, police chief goes nuts
“What the hell am I gonna do with 30,000 drunks?”
He say, “Stop the music, I’m in charge”
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Then he goes and he shut down all of the bars

NJ.com: ‘Tribute to Sam Cooke’ epilepsy
awareness concert to be held at Trinity UMC in
Ewing
GRDodge.org: ArtPride NJ Director Looks Back at
2014 Arts Trends
NJ.com: Rutgers Cinema spikes ‘The Interview’ over
fears of low turnout
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When we hit the stage, police chief goes nuts

NJ.com: Rutgers Cinema spikes ‘The Interview’ over
fears of low turnout

“What the hell am I gonna do with 30,000 drunks?”
He say, “Stop the music, I’m in charge”
Then he goes and he shut down all of the bars
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The incident took on a almost mythological quality for Black 47 fans — as a general
rule, nothing short of a hurricane will get Hoboken bars to close early. And there
was a rumor was that Black 47 was banned from playing Hoboken again (though
they did, in fact, have more Hoboken shows, albeit quite a few years later).
“Green Suede Shoes” was the title track of Black 47’s 1996 album (on which a
Hoboken bumper sticker is pictured on the guitar case on the cover illustration). The
group did a farewell tour this year, which ended in November.
New Jersey is celebrating its 350th birthday this year. And in the 350 Jersey Songs
series, we are marking the occasion by posting 350 songs — one a day, for almost
a year — that have something to do with the state, its musical history, or both.
ARCHIVES

If you would like to suggest any songs to be included, please let me know in the
comments section underneath the video.

January 2015
December 2014
November 2014
October 2014
September 2014

Adobe Flash Player or an HTML5-supported browser is required for video playback. Get the
latest Flash Player Learn more about upgrading to an HTML5 browser
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'Belly of the Beast,' Lifers Group

350 Jersey Songs

"This record ain't no joke: Learn at the expense of
our sorrows," says Goldie Boone at the start of
"Belly of the Beast," by the Lifers Group,
succinctly summing up the message of this hiphop song. The group was made up of prisoners at
East Jersey State Prison in Rahway who were serving
sentences of at least 25 years, and the song — and the
1991 EP it came from, "#66064" — grew from the prisoners'
desire to let young people know what prisons, and lives of
crime, were really about.
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'Rock Around the Clock,' Bill Haley and His Comets
'Can't Go Back to Jersey," G. Love
View all 350 Jersey Songs Posts →
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Your email address will not be published. Required fields are marked *
NJArts.net covers all forms of art, throughout New
Jersey. It was created by Jay Lustig, a journalist
who has been covering the arts in New Jersey for 30
years, and was most recently the Arts and
Entertainment Editor for the state's largest daily
newspaper, The StarLedger.
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